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Skyrim lynly star-sung marriage

Lynly Star-Sung is a bard nord and barmaid living in Ivarstead. She works as a barmay and can be seen playing various melodies at the Vilemyr Inn. Interactions[edit | editing source] The Lover's Requital[edit | edit source] Sibbi Black-Briar asks Dragonborn to find and report to his former lover, Svidi. After confronting
Lynly, she reveals that Lynly's name is fake and her real name is Svidi. Svidi was once the mistress of Sibbi Black-Briar, but when her brother, Wulfur, was murdered by Sibbi, Svidi arrested him. Now she hides in fear under the pseudonym Lynly Star-Sung. Bard songs[edit | edit source] Lynly will play songs for 5 or, if
Dragonborn has high enough speech skills, they can praise her and she will play a special tune for free. She only plays on the lute and can not accept normal requests. Trivia[edit | edit source] Sibbi describes Lynly as having long black hair, but she has a short blonde when she met, suggesting that she tried to
completely change her identity. Despite informing Sibbi of Svida's whereabouts, nothing happens to her. Appearances[edit | edit source] The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Deutsch Español Polish Русский *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a
commission if you click and make a purchase. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. UESPWiki - Your source The Elder Scrolls since 1995 Marrying Lynly[edit] Can you marry this gala? — Unsigned comment to 81.170.134.166 (interview) at 18:32 on 26 November 2011 No.
71.132.201.220 07:50, 6 December 2011 (UTC) Misredirect? ed.] Why redirect skyrim:Svidi? And what about misc. Quest Discover Svidi's whereabouts? --77.97.42.174 02:40, January 30, 2012 (UTC) Because Svidi is Lynly's real name, this redirection makes sense, even if it's a bit of a spoiler. – Robin Hood↝talk
02:11, February 24, 2012 (UTC) Special Song [edit] Could anyone hear this special song that can convince her to play? For me, she picks up the lute and plays absolute silence - which I think may be the actual song, but My guess is that it's a mistake. 75.80.97.155 00:16, January 20, 2012 (UTC) This is not a special
song... the same as she normally played. — Unsigned comment to 184.38.32.228 (interview) at 01:36 on March 26, 2012 Lynly's Special Song [edit] Lynly's song is truly unique: it is one of two songs that have been played in each order in Elder Scrolls I: Arena. It's a really cool Easter egg. I just want these songs to have
words. Given that the Arena is what the people of Tamriel call the world when times are bad, such words probably speak of how the gods are cruel and careless, so that we all get sick. It says I haven't played long enough to find out if other bards play either of these Song. Villon 07:30, April 4, 2012 (UTC) After telling
Sibbi[edit] Will she die, disappear, or whatever? Vicano (interview) 18:47, August 12, 2013 (GMT) No - Unsigned comment to 84.108.30.185 (interview) at 08:41 on October 8, 2014 Hair Bug[edit] Sibbi describes her as having hair that is not only black but also long. In the game appears with short blond hair. Isn't it
possible that she just tried to hide her identity as much as possible? In my merged patch, I disabled the change made by USKP (which is only a color). Any thoughts? DivyItUp (interview) 05:25, February 24, 2017 (UTC) That's why it's in the notes section. This is because we advertise USKP for bug fixes that their other
changes are sometimes added to pages. I just don't understand the idea that everything that a Skyrim resident said should be true because there may be liars, or people with outdated or bad information, or just not being up to date with current events (and don't start me on correcting slang or mistakes in books); this is
one where a woman on the run can neither cut her hair (a very basic technique) or dye her hair (hair dying techniques were known for use in the Middle Ages), even though she disappeared some time ago. Silence is GoldenBreak silence 10:17, 24 February 2017 (UTC) and normally completely agree w / that ^. intelligent
person on the run would change their appearance. but since there are absolutely no other steps or prompts for this task, it seems that she really should have long black hair. if there were only 1 or 2 leads to go to her, dialogue w/npc, ect notes, I'd say that short blonde hair makes sense. but in the context of the task,
should have long dark hair — Unsigned comment by 74.83.94.7 (conversation) at 18:57 on September 12, 2019 (UTC) Well, I do not agree with the fact that it is a mistake, hiding for his life, Sibbi tells the player that he killed her brother and also wants to kill her, Sibbi is maven's son so that he can have long hands of
influence. So I'm surprised she didn't look for a face sculptor (tho her coin might not be enough for that) or hide in a fortress orc in range. If there were more leads, then Sibbi could already turn it into a Ciberzomba worm (conversation) 23:18, November 24, 2020 (UTC) Not sure if it's relevant, but in TES Legends it is
depicted with black hair. Zebendal (interview) 00:26, November 25, 2020 (UTC) * Maybe * she is presented the way she looked before getting on the wrong side with Sibbi? Ciberzombie (interview) 10:52, November 27, 2020 (UTC) Nope, from Sibbi had long hair. The card has short dark hair. Also clearly bard, playing in
skyrim lute style. Therefore, after Sibbi. US*P fix games in and out of the game. Although we actually made a change in 2012, while was released in 2017. Prescient. DayDreamer daily) 16:36, November 27, 2020 (UTC) I agree with my full heart. She should also have her hair changed to black because that's how Black-
Briar described her.. and that's how to find it.. Beth dropped that ball, in my opinion. Maybe after you tell her ex-fiance that she fled to Morrowind, come back, calm her down and tell her what you did, but the best way to guarentee that is for her to come with you.. thoughhhhhh I can see why marriage is off the cards as
you have to threaten her to talk to her.. sad panda.. Level 100 speech, dibella agent, amulet, etc. did not help. So that's my thought on this. If I knew how to do fashion, this is one of the first that I would do. Although, if you want to cheat about it, you can use console commands and AFT mod. 1. Download Amazing
Follower Tweaks: (AFT link) 2. After installing AFT fashion, go to this gamefaq guide by exchanging the appropriate codes: Note: Talk to them after you finish tinkering and look for the Let's Talk instead of follow me dialog box. It worked for me, she went with me to High Hrothgar the way she wanted. I hope it works for
you as well. :3 The winds will guide you. Edited by ducky92704, 04 January 2014 - 10:21. Inevitably, at some point in your Skyrim adventures, you will want to find a more permanent home, and maybe even a permanent companion. By earning a Mara Amulet, you will have the opportunity to approach any character you
are interested in marrying, provided that you have completed any of their personal quests and earned their trust. However, finding the right person can be difficult when there are about 65 different romance options to choose from. Fortunately, here we have gathered the best wives with whom you can settle down, along
with a small guide on how to unlock the option of marrying them and where to find them in the first place. December 16, 2020 update by Anastasia Maillot: Skyrim continues to put stiff competition in the open-world gaming category, which is why so many players return to it or decide to immerse themselves in it for the first
time ten years after launch. With Marriage being one of the cool side features, it's good to know what options await you in the game. There are many great female spouses, and without restrictions, whoever Dragonborn can marry in terms of gender, only heaven is the limit. Here are top-notch spouses in the game and
short guides on how to marry them. For their stunning modified looks, check out this amazing mod presented by Sinitar Gaming. 20 Gilfre For those looking for a spouse who focuses on keeping the household together, Gilfre is one of the talkers. She is a trade thud and an imperial woman who will look at Dragonborn
after they have accepted her quest to hack wood. Do Do its, head to Mixwater Mill, which can be found south of Windhelm, following the river that carving through Eastmarch towards the Rift. Make sure you amulet Mara's, and make sure maramal explained how marriage works for you. 19 Uthgerd Unbroken spouses are
not simply designed to keep the house together, not always at least. Someone like Uthgerd Unbroken will serve Dragonborn much better in combat than at home because he is the perfect specialist for two-handed tanks and heavy armor. Uthgerd is an exiled Companion who accidentally killed someone she was
supposed to fight, which shows that she is one tough woman. Due to her level of 30 cap, she is a great choice from the first levels up to that point in the game. It blends well with characters who prefer to fight from a distance, such as mages and archers. To marry her, head to The Bannered Mare in Whiterun, where she
sits at the back. Defeat her in a brawl and she will have a newest respect for you. 18 Ria After joining the Comrades, Ria is one of the nicest compared to Dragonborn because she is a new arrival in the faction. Ria is an imperial woman and has a decent character. He likes to use the steel sword from the legendary
Skyforge Eorlund in combat and is a supporter who will serve the player well through the first 25 levels of the game. To marry Ria, make sure you complete the companions quest and, in particular, complete the Glory of the Dead. After being promoted to Harbinger, Dragonborn can ask to marry Ria, like most other
companions available. He has many goals, from being a follower and even connecting with the Blades, as well as being a Steward. 17 Njada Stonearm Njada is not the nicest person. In fact, as soon as Dragonborn enters the faction, Njada seems to have something against them. With this on the way, Njada will
eventually warm up in front of the Dragon if they can prove it by completing the faction's main quest line and become a Harbinger. Njada, like Ria, caps at level 25, making her a big supporter of this part of the game. After that, she's better left at home to tend to shop or cook food. Shield users are sure to loosen Njada, as
having one nearby allows players to train their block skills. To marry her, make sure that the Glory of the Dead is completed in the Companion's quest line. 16 Brelyna Maryon If your heart beats on a magician, there is no better choice than Brelyna Maryon. He may seem a little unprofessional with his spells, but he
shows great promise as a descendant of the Telvanni house. To find it, you need to join the College of Winterhold. Bookish and naturally skilled, Brelyna caps at level 30, making her a very nice mage follower to have if anyone prefers to be a tanky character herself. In order to win her favor, her personal quest known as
Brelyna's Practice, in which Dragonborn helps her test a new spell. She can then be interviewed with Mary Amulet. 15 Ysold Ysold is a kind of Nordic trader who can be found quite easily and at the beginning of the game in the city of Whiterun. Due to its occupation, she will usually hang around the market and even ask
Dragonborn to take her mammoth tusk in exchange for speech training. After the mammoth tusk has been given to her, Ysolda can be married. She participates only randomly in other missions, although she is involved in a small side quest for the Sleeping Sap Tree. Ysolda is only a civilian, so he is not the most useful
spouse when it comes to adventure. 14 Sylgja Lives in the small mining town of Shor's Stone, deep in the Rift and north of Riften, Sylgja is a Nordic miner from a modest environment. Most of her days are spent working hard at the local Redbelly mine, where she can most often be found, if not in the city. To marry Sylgja,
the player must deliver a bag of letters to his family in a small settlement called darkwater crossing, located northwest of Shora Stone. After completing the task, he can get married, as well as reward the player with a random necklace. Unfortunately, Sylgja is a spouse who cannot act as a follower. 13 Senna is the
priestess of Dibella. Breton lives in the southwestern city of Markarth, spending most of his time working in the local Dibella Temple. During Sanguine Daedric's quest A Night to Remember, Dragonborn will wake up when he is very annoyed by their drunken inappropriate behavior. To earn Senna's heart, the player must
complete The Heart of Dibella by choosing the door to the temple or talking to Degaine, a drunkard living in Markarth. She won't be available as a follower, unfortunately. 12 Rayya There are not many Redguards available for marriage, but Rayya definitely doesn't disappoint as a character. When a player becomes Thane
in Falkreath, Rayya will become their Housecarl. Like all Housecarls, she has a decent range of skills and abilities, and she is the most proficiency in one-handed and heavy armor. To become Thane in Falkreath, Dragonborn should talk to the local Jarl and complete three tasks, helping locals in the city of Falkreath. This
is one of thane's easier titles to win because of how small the city is. Rayya creates a solid supporter, especially for players who need a tank-like companion. What's more, Rayya is an important character, which means he can't die unless Dragonborn lands the final blow. 11 Iona Iona is one of the best Housecarls in the
game because of her slightly higher health pool compared to several other Housecarls. She is Nord and will be appointed as a faithful servant of Dragonborn once they become Thane of After receiving the title, Iona is in the Honeyside Riften apartment. Iona can be used as a fantastic tank follower or archer because she
has a high level in both archery and one-handed combat. Remember, however, that Iona is not an important figure, and when she dies, she left for good. 10 Ghorza Game-Bagol If female Orsimer is the one you're after and you prefer strength over beauty, Ghorza just might be your soulmate. Head to Markath in the
south-west of Skyrim and you should find Ghhor working as a blacksmith. To gain her trust, however, you need to help her recover the book. In search of skilled practices, it will send you to find the last vagina of Akrash. The book is located in Fort Sungard, which is overrun by Forsworn. Upon your return, it will provide
you with a bonus in Kovalin, as well as give you access to any Orc Fortress. 9 Taarie Taarie may not have the best personality, but after marriage she becomes much more loving and gentle. You'll find her working at Radiant Raiment in Solitude as a seamstlier, and in order to have a chance to marry this altmeri woman,
you need to help her in the quest for Fit For A Jarl. Taarie will ask you to wear one of her outfits during a visit to the Blue Palace to convince Jarl Elisif to order an outfit from her shop. What is good about marrying her is that if you don't have a home, you can use Radiant Raiment as a temporary home. 8 Shahvee Maybe
you've always dreamed of meeting an Argonian woman. If that's the case, Shahvee makes it a great option. She usually works in a solarium through Windhelm Docks, where you can get close to her and pick up a task from her. Shahvee's amulet was stolen by bandits and is currently being held at a random mission
location. After cleaning up the bandits and getting the Zenithar Amulet back, Shahvee can be married, and she will also reward you with some Light Armor and Lockpicking training if you want. 7 Borgakh The Steel Heart In the north-west of Skyrim, in the mountains near Solitude, you will come across one of the many
Orc strongholds in Skyrim. Go to Mor Khazgur, led by Boss Larak, and you'll meet Borgakh there. She will immediately express her jealousy to you and says she would like the adventure freely as well. You may want to ask her to become your follower, but it will require some persuasion and possibly pay her a posagu to
free her from an arranged marriage. When she decides to come with you she can be married. 6 Camilla Valerius Camilla, an imperial entrepreneur, is the most wanted woman in Riverwood. Faendal and Sven are constantly arguing over who really deserves to be with her, and even after marrying her she will be regularly
visited by Faendal. That said, if your heart still beats for Camilla as well, go to Riverwood and help her brother Lucan get back golden from Bleak Falls Barrow. After safely returning from a mission, you can ask for her hand. Most conveniently, if you do not have a house to stay, you can live with her in a store in
Riverwood. 5 Muiri Muiri is the victim of the terrible betrayal of her former friend and lover Alain Dufont, whom she wants to see dead. After joining the Dark Brotherhood, the Mourning Never Comes mission is picked up from Astrid and sends you to Markarth, where the woman now works as an apprentice alchemist. Muiri
will ask you to kill Alain, but if you also kill his accomplice Nilsine, he will offer you his ring as a reward. Moreover, he will become a married partner if both Alain and Nilsine are murdered. 4 Jenassa Few companions are in Skyrim, making Jenassa a unique character. From the moment you interact with her, you can see
that she is incredibly sadistic and obsessed with killing. He is one of the few companions you don't care about if you make questionable ethical choices, such as attacking guards or killing innocents. If that sounds right up the ais, head to the Dunken Huntsman inn found in Whiterun. She can be hired as a copycat, after
which you can marry her without any tasks. 3 Mjoll Lioness For anyone looking for a companion with their priorities set straight, Mjoll is the perfect choice. He is a good caretaker and dislikes everything he has to do with corruption, namely the Guild of Thieves and the Black Briar family. You'll find it in Riften, usually
hanging around the Bee and Barb Inn. To marry her, you must first retrieve her lost sword, Grimsever, from the dwarven ruin of Mzinchaleft. However, in order to be able to offer this mission, you must have at least level 14 and gain its trust by agreeing that the Thieves Guild is evil or helping the people of Riften in various
tasks. Once her sword has been returned, she may be married. 2 Lydia Considered one of the most popular companions and married partners, Lydia is an iconic woman in Skyrim. It is relatively easy to fulfill, because the main task will guide you your way. When you fight your first dragon in the Western Watchtower
outside Whiterun and discover your true nature as Dragonborn, Jarl Balgruuf will reward you with Thane's position in Whiterun. What's more, Lydia will become your Housecarl and can be treated as a copycat. Now he can also be married. 1 Aela The Huntress The most popular and best wife in Skyrim, according to the
community, is undoubtedly Aela The Huntress. She's a member of the Companions and also a Werewolf, following the teachings of Hircine. He feels great pride in his true nature and is a skilled archer. He is also one of the more tolerant advocates when it comes to questionable actions such as and thievery. To have her
as a follower, you must complete the entire And destroy the Silver Hand. After that, she can be married and recruited as a follower. NEXT: Skyrim: 10 Secret Side Quests Each Missed Next Skyrim: 15 Best Heavy Armor Sets, Ranking Related Topics by Author Anastasia Maillot (240 Articles Published) More From
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